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East Announces New Aluminum Drop Deck Beavertail Trailer
RANDOLPH, Ohio – March 27, 2014 – East Manufacturing is pleased to announce the launch of the new
Aluminum Drop Deck Beavertail Trailer with level deck ramp system for heavy-duty, robust applications.
The beavertail trailer offers a structural load rating of 80,000-pound beam capacity overall, and 60,000pound beam capacity in a 10-foot area.
The newly-designed, aluminum drop deck beavertail offers the same durability, strength and payload of
the East BST Aluminum Drop Deck Trailer. The strength of the drop deck trailer is the dual-T main beam
and exclusive cross member design, which increases durability and balances load stresses more evenly
for longer life and less maintenance. Its two T-shape extrusion sections of 6061-T6 aluminum alloy are
welded not bolted. The weld is in the middle of the beam where stress is minimal. Seamless-tubed cross
members are more twist resistant in a turn than conventional C-shaped and I-beam cross members. The
East patented cross member is more aerodynamic with no open cavities for buildup of ice, snow, mud,
etc.
Rated for 23,000-pound capacity per axle, the beavertail ramp section allows cargo to easily roll up onto
the lower deck. The ramp section folds up to become part of the usable deck surface. Decks are
available in all aluminum or wood.
Delivering rugged dependability and outstanding ride quality, the beavertail comes standard with a
Hendrickson HT250US air-ride suspension. The TRI-FUNCTIONAL® bushing of the HT Series in unison
with a rigid beam and solid-axle connection provide the ideal combination of ride softness and roll
stability.
In addition, East offers optional load scales for more accurate weighing of payload at the dock, reducing
time and loading costs. The optional Hendrickson TIREMAAX Pro automatic tire inflation system extends
tire life and increases fuel efficiency to maintain constant and accurate air pressure in all trailer tires.
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Alcoa standard aluminum 17.5-inch wheels, boasting a superior shine and reduced maintenance, come
standard on the beavertail. Jost International’s AX150 Alumilight Series of landing gear is also standard.
Its 6061-T6 extruded aluminum upper leg combined with a Polyester-coated HSLA steel lower leg
provides light weight durability to stand up to the harshest conditions.
The beavertail’s hollow-core side-rail design, SecurelightTM, provides a conduit for wiring to be fully
enclosed, and is standard with LED PC-rated surface-mounted lights. And, the fully-sealed rear panel is
water resistant. Recessed grooves protect conspicuity tape and rubber dock blocks, and a heavy-wall
bumper provides added protection.
The exclusive SecuretightTM cargo controls side-rail extrusions are designed for adjustable chain tiedowns and a unique winch strap capture system. Interchangeable on either side of the trailer, torque
can be applied on both sides to help stabilize loads.
About East Manufacturing Corp.
East Manufacturing Corp. is a leading manufacturer of a full line of aluminum platform, dump and refuse
trailers, and steel dump trailers and dump bodies, for the commercial vehicle, construction, agricultural
and refuse markets. Headquartered in Randolph, Ohio, East has provided innovative standard and
custom trailer products that deliver superior performance, strength and flexibility for over 45 years
through its network of over 70 trailer dealer locations. Visit East Manufacturing at www.EastMfg.com.

